LESS PLASTIC IS FANTASTIC
SpeakUp POPRAD

WORKSHEET

READING
We take care about our beautiful planet. We protect incredible nature and
marvellous animals. We need clear water and fresh air. Everrything what is alive on
the Earth is important for people. We don´t throw rubbish everywhere. We don´t use
a lot of plastic. We use less cars and more bicycles.
WORDS MATCHING (from the text above)
BEAUTIFUL ............................, CLEAR ............................, INCREDIBLE
............................, FRESH.........................., MARVELLOUS ..............................., LESS
................................,

MORE ............................,

TRUE/FALSE (from the text above)
We don´t need clear water.

TRUE or FALSE?

We need fresh air.

TRUE or FALSE?

We can throw rubbish everywhere.

TRUE or FALSE?

We can´t use a lot of plastic.

TRUE or FALSE?

We can use more cars.

TRUE or FALSE?

We must use bicycles more often.

TRUE or FALSE?

CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER
a) Have a ............................., not a bath.

party/ shower/ break

b) ................................... to school instead of taking a car.
c) Turn ..................... the lights when you leave

Walk/ Fly/ Swim

up / on / off

d) ............................... plastic, metal glass and paper.
Recycle / Throw away/ Buy
e) Use both sides of a piece of ............................. cheese / wood / paper

f) Go to shops ............ often. Spend ........... money. Buy ................. things.
more / always / less
g) Drink ................ water, not bottled mineral water.

hot / tapped / sweet

WRITE WORDS UNDER PICTURES
PROCESSED FOOD - ENVIRONMENT - TAPPED WATER - 3 Rs - CONTAINERS PLASTIC BAG - BOTTLED WATER

- COSMETICS

MATCHING (word – phrase)
LESS

- in greater quantity, amount, measure, degree, or number

MORE

- everything around us (things, air, water, nature)

PROTECT

- smaller extent, amount, or degree

ENVIRONMENT

- to look after somebody or something to be safe

MISSING WORDS (project slogan)
LESS ............................ IS ............................

